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Details of Visit:

Author: trainspotter
Location 2: Small Heath
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 6 Jul 2013 13.00
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 130
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Linzi Dawn
Website: http://linzidawn-escort.co.uk
Phone: 07517935017

The Premises:

Usually Linzi works from a hotel but this day she was filling in for a friend at STARS on Coventry
road.I found the place clean and I felt very safe and was a nice discreet rear entrance that I went in
and shower worked too so had shower before and after.

The Lady:

SEXY,SEXY,SEXY oh sorry you want description silly me.Linzi has a sexy size 14 milf figure with
lovely long black hair and a nice big pair of boobs either a 36d or dd not sure,and in my opinion a
very sexy ass and fine pair of legs too and as have met her before I knew she has a wonderful
chatty,bubbly personality and as I know from her days running the pump club that she is a lady in
every sense of the word and can be trusted totally.

The Story:

The word legend is quite often bounded about but in the case of Linzi D it is certainly merited,she
says she loves the job and that is certainly plain to see.She is a very sexy,passionate kisser and
happy to wrap those fine legs around you like a python as she kisses you but I loved that as it gave
me chance to grope her sexy bum very easily.Many others on here have called her an oral queen
and she most definitely deserves that tag and lives up to it fully.And though she is around 40 she
fucks like a 20 year old,1 hour I found was not long enough with this gem of a lady and must book
her on a longer booking next time but to sum up excellent kissing,oral both ways and a damn fine
shag I had a wonderful time with her and will hopefully be seeing her again before too long.
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